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Victim Blaming and Myths about Domestic Violence
Damian Gee has been convicted of assault because he chose to punch his partner in the face
and then he threatened to kill her with a knife.
Damian Gee assaulted his partner because she ended their relationship because Gee had an
affair. He turned up at her residence at 3 in the morning, uninvited and assaulted his partner
because she ended their relationship.
Yet, Neil Hunter of the Northern Echo, wrote an article claiming that the “cheating boyfriend
attacked his partner during showdown talks”. I’m not sure how turning up at 3 in the morning,
whilst intoxicated and without invitation constitutes “showdown talks” but ignoring that piece of
victim blaming, Hunter also points out that Gee was having an affair with the victim’s sister. Not
only is the victim responsible for Hunter showing up without invitation, she is also responsible
for Gee choosing to have sex with her sister. Hunter has clearly been watching Jeremy Kyle to
understand the full dynamics of victim-blaming.
Hunter’s lack of understanding of domestic violence is quite obvious. Hunter suggests it’s
“bizarre” that Gee accused his partner of cheating on him before assaulting him. This is classic
emotional abuse and controlling behaviour as exhibited by abusive men. Frankly, anyone with
access to google could discover that this behaviour is “bizarre”; it’s the normal behaviour of
abusive men.
Hunter, demonstrating a further complete lack of awareness of domestic violence, ended the
article with this tidbit:
Mr Mochrie said initial accusations of rape and false imprisonment - later dropped by the
prosecution - had caused him trouble in jail.
"It is not over just because the prosecution decides to discontinue the case. It has tarnished his
reputation in the community." “
Mochrie, Gee’s defence attorney, is worried about the reputation of an abusive man. And,
Hunter buys this without mentioning how rare “false” accusations of rape really are or why the
prosecution would choose to drop charges of rape and false imprisonment. Here’s a hint for
Hunter, it’s unlikely because the charges were “false”. Statistically speaking, it’s much more
likely because accusations of rape are rarely brought before the court and when they are,
rapists are frequently not convicted. It’s also likely the victim chose not to pursue the charges.
Neil Hunter could really do with researching myths about rape and domestic violence so he
doesn’t write such victim-blaming twaddle again.
The only person responsible in this case is Damian Gee.
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